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ABSTRACT

Although the success of Health information system (HIS) has attracted many researchers to investigate the factors that affect the net-benefit in the success framework, to date, there is no comprehensive framework available for the success of the HIS, which takes the impact of user requirements factors in developing countries. Therefore, the present study addressed this gap by proposing a success framework which integrates the HIS quality and HIS user dimensions in the context of Yemen. The HIS users dimension includes the following factors: user requirements, user need, intention to use and user satisfaction. To validate the integrated framework, a quantitative method was used in which a self-administered structured questionnaire was distributed to a total of 250 employees, under HIS departments in seven hospitals in the capital Sanaa, Yemen. SPSS.VS.22.0 and AMOS VS.22 were used to design and analyze the framework. The results revealed that the factors in the HIS users have positive effect on the net benefit. In addition, the factors in the HIS users are influenced by the factors in the HIS quality. The Deleon’s and Mclean’s results indicated that the HIS quality has a positive relationship with the net benefits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, HIS has been given much attention by researchers with the aim of improving the quality, efficiency, and the outcomes in different domains, including reducing the cost of the healthcare [1]. In health organizations, it is inevitable to execute HIS due to the various brokerage and domination factors involving organizations, people, and technology. As a result, HIS has created some critical parts of information technology infrastructure owing to the sensitivity and nature of the data processed through the time especially that has to do with the treatment history as well as the medical record of patients [2]. In many different countries, there is a growing awareness that strategic investments in innovative clinical (IS) as well as other types of HISs can yield significant improvement for an entire healthcare system [3].

HIS is a difficult task to perform [4-8]. While there are evident and potential benefits from the use of technological innovation in health, there are also substantial risks [9]. In the context of developing countries, HIS applications either partially or fully fail to achieve the main objectives [10, 11]. Frequently, technology companies in the health domain belittle its complexity and dismiss the assumption that if something has been successful in another domain, then it can be achievable in the health domain [9]. Considering the high failure rate and the very visible and often politically embarrassing failure of a lot of health ICT projects, HIS is distinguishable from other IS environments because of its complexity, lack of one single owner and being hyper turbulent and information-sensitive [12]. Consequently, many HISs represent more specialized independent systems which are combined with one another [13, 14]. Such failure of HIS may lead to a slow progress or may inhibit the progress and the development of solutions prepared for overcoming impediments and failures [11, 15, 16].

There has been a universal understanding that successful systems and products can only be achieved by understanding user needs and requirements [17]. In addition, it is worth mentioning that expanding understanding of the system requirements and benefits among the users
is essential to guarantee such desired success [14]. These user requirements as an integral part of IS design are critical to the accomplishment of interactive systems. However, the challenge lies in specifying these needs and requirements. Regarding this, so far, only a few studies have been carried out to measure the satisfaction level among the HIS user [13]. Teixeira, et al. [18] argued that the lack of human consideration such as end user requirements issue is among other issues that can well explain the failure of the IS implementation in the HIS. A previous study conducted by Ismail, et al. [19] indicated that addressing the expectations of user requirements is a distinct element that ascertains the successful adoption of the HIS. There are still several issues that need to be addressed [14, 20-25].

Related research on IS places an emphasis on user requirements in HIS owing to rare investigation of how IS success factors impact user requirements in HIS. User requirements represent an IS that comprises capabilities of users in working with the system. They are information that must be included in any applications to help users to achieve specific tasks. Thus, in the context of the current study, user requirements are the actions that the product must perform or the services that the system is expected to offer. There are initiatives from the perspective of users in the HIS which are based on success framework of IS [26].

Adhering to the above mentioned problem statement, there is still a need for proposing a framework of the user requirements of HIS in developing countries. Accordingly to [27] the identified problems are the lack of availability of these systems especially in developing countries (in this case Yemen) and the insufficient works on end user acceptance of HIT systems. These limitations can be overcome by studying the factors that affect the user acceptance, and considering them for the development of the system.

Therefore, the current study aims to propose HIS success framework which includes the major users’ requirements and users’ need factors that affect the success of IS in health organizations of Yemen. The proposed framework is evaluated using SPSS.VS.22.0 and AMOSVS.22 software. It attempted to answer the following specific research questions:

1) What are the user requirement factors that need to be considered for the information system success?
2) Can a framework for investigating user requirements factors that influence IS success be proposed?
3) Can the proposed framework for information system be validated to measure user requirements?

In the next research, we discuss the main effects used as the requirements for investigating the HIS in hospitals finding and explain our methodology. Then, we provide a detailed discussion of the synthesized findings of the research studies according to the three research questions. The paper is concluded by useful implications for HIS users of technology use in peer review and recommendations for future research.

2. INFORMATION SYSTEM SUCCESS MODELS

Like most previous research proposing HIS models to comprehend the most important factors impacting the HIS adoption and users’ requirements, the current study used Delone and McLean [26] IS success model (Figure 1) as the basic ground for the proposed framework.

The model developed by Delone and McLean [26] is a multidimensional measuring model that has interdependencies between various success factors and it defines the success of IS and their corresponding measures. The factors of this model are categorized into six main factors: system quality, information quality, service quality, user satisfaction, intention to use, and individual and organizational impacts (Figure1). The IS success model has become more popular as a standardized model for determining and justifying the dependent variable in IS research and has become more robust for research on evaluation of IS as pointed by Delone and McLean [26].
3. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this research, we proposed a new framework (Figure 2) which integrates three dimensions: HISQ, HISU and HISNB. Each dimension includes several factors adapted from previous studies. The aforementioned factors are categorized into eight main constructs service quality, information quality, System quality, intention to use, user satisfaction, user requirements, user needs and net benefits. The HISQ is classified into service quality, information quality and system quality. The second dimension (HISU) consists of the user satisfaction, intention to use, user requirements and user needs, while the HISNB has only one factor named as net benefits. As explained in Westh, et al. [28], user requirement factors are divided into functional requirements and non-functional requirements. They also have sub factors: business roles, external interfaces and authentication for the functional requirements and security for the non-functional requirements.

Delone and Mclean [29] pointed out that the proposed conceptual framework was constructed as one of the principal goals at this stage of the research work. An effective conceptual framework can help to better grasp the overall direction of the research. This is accomplished by using a simplified representation of how the study environment interacts with the selected variables in predicting and explaining the outcomes. Based on the literature review on user requirements and user needs framed within the framework by Delone and Mclean [29], this study was able to identify and select the factors affecting user requirements and net benefits. The structure and links between the framework factors are conceptualized based on an understanding of the quality of the use (HISU) and the benefits of HIS. Its outcome, therefore, require testing to confirm their appropriateness and validity (Figure 2).
A basic list of potential common aspects is recognized and collected from the HISU dimension, the HISNB which has only one factor named net benefit development strategies and the IS success framework theories. Hence, there are eight main common factors which are categorized as exogenous and endogenous variables. The exogenous variable is a factor that is considered independent. This means that the variable within one formula does not directly related to the other variables in the same formula. However, the endogenous variable has a direct relationship with other variables in the framework, thus being in a formulated form.

The exogenous latent variables include the HISQ system quality factors (e.g include factors: service quality, system quality, information quality). However, the endogenous latent variables include characteristic factors that comprise auditability. Therefore, the independent variables from the states in this studies showing the factors of net benefits for the HISU. Figure 2 illustrates all the factors, as well as the relationship between them.

3.1 Critical HIS Factor Influencing User Requirements.

A cross-section research was performed to resolve the deficiency of past research in this perspective. Thus, significance was given to identify the most typical and effective aspects in decreasing user requirements and improving the HIS quality. Worth mentioning in this context is the importance of presenting the main aspects and sub factors which impact the harnessing of user requirement in HIS reduction. As seen in Table (1), the factors are system service, system quality, information quality, intention to use, user satisfaction, user needs, user requirements and net benefits towards the importance of HIS.

Table 1: Working Definitions of the Main Factors of HIS That Reduce User Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Definition and the Related References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Quality</td>
<td>It is the system quality of the support that system users receive from the IS department and IT support personnel. The quality includes responsiveness, accuracy, easiness of use, system flexibility, technical competence, and empathy of the personnel staff [30-32].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Quality</td>
<td>It is the desirable characteristics of the system outputs that include relevance, understanding, accuracy, conciseness, completeness, currency, timeliness, usability [30, 33].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Quality</td>
<td>Quick responsiveness, empathy, assurance follow up service, technical support [34].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intention to use
It is the degree and manner in which staff and customers utilize the capabilities of an IS. Examining items such as, the number of functions used, frequency of access, and amount of connecting time [35].

User Satisfaction
It records the satisfaction level as reported by system users, including users’ overall satisfaction and interface satisfaction [35].

Net benefits
Clinical practice refers to the effects of the job, performance of the task, productivity, volume of work, morale, efficiency, effectiveness (goal achievement, service), the quality of decision making (analysis, accuracy, time, confidence, participation), reducing errors, communication, clinical outcomes (patient care, morbidity, mortality) cost [34].

User Requirements
It indicates the concept of meeting user requirements, Information Quality, Use and Meeting user expectations and perceptions of the system. Then, the IS will be effective [36].

User Need
It is the call for a stronger emphasis on data investigation of the patients in health units, patient information, needs requirements from the developer [37].

3.2 The Relationship Between Factors
Elpez and Fink [38] found a relationship between user requirements and IS of DeLone and McLean model in the study of IS Success in the Public Sector. Similarly, Schniederjans and Yadav [36] identified a relationship between user need and information quality. User requirements were also correlated with user needs in another study of an assessment of the quality of information [37]. Yusof, et al. [39] pointed out that there is a relationship between two dimensions: technological and human. In the study which was conducted by Gorla, et al. [40], they found a relationship between the user requirements and system quality.

4. USER REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Understanding the requirements of a given system is regarded as the main reason causing such success or failure of that system. Because understanding these requirements means understanding the issues or problems that need to be solved and it also means understanding the best solutions which will enable the system to meet the needs of the user. Based on the study of Wiegers [41], lack of understanding the accurate requirements is expected to have the negative effect on a given project, regardless of how well the rest of that project is executed. Other previous studies confirmed the same idea of the importance of understanding software requirements [42, 43].

Ahmad, et al. [44] pointed out that user requirements provide clients and users with abstract statements of the system requirements and they also provide them with a more detailed description of the functionality. They mainly focus on what users’ needs and perceive or expect from a given system. User requirements were traditionally either explicit or implicit [45]. As indicated by Teixeira, et al. [18], user requirements are indicative the requisites of those people or potential customers and users of that particular system. The success of a particular system begins with the successful understanding of users [46]. The benefits of user requirement identification can make systems highly productive and the quality high, reduce expenses and costs spent in preparation and achieve users’ satisfaction. Successful identification or analysis of user requirements includes better understanding of users’ needs, diverse stakeholders and the context where the software will be employed [47]. Yet, analysis of such prerequisites is not a simple or easy procedure [17].

The User requirements stage is the initial step taken towards addressing the problem of data processing. In this elements, the user requirements with regard to the near future system are properly recognized and requirements documented. These requirements both focus on the features to be offered and on a range of additional specifications such as balance, client documented, client training and cost. In the course of the user requirements phase, there is no need to cope with the query of how to achieve these requirements analysis with respect to program elements and their interaction. This is deferred until the design phase.
4.1 Requirements Elicitation

Requirements elicitation consist of the actions necessary to comprehend the problem that the suggested program will address, where the program limitations state who the user requirements are and what they require to obtain a range of characteristics, restrictions and properties outlining the system to be built [48]. This phase commonly begins with interpreting the high-level program goals, determining the user requirements, and assessing their needs and actions based on the goals, in order to determine the problem space. While occasionally the problem definition seems to be obvious, more frequently, it is actually not [49].

Requirements elicitation is earlier on of requirements analysis. It can thus be suggested that specifications elicitation is a prerequisite for other significant development phases. In addition, elicitation is acknowledged as the most significant and challenging aspect. It is essential because the results of elicitation identify what the system will do and therefore determine the failure or success of the system. It is complicated because it is a powerful problem-solving activity, which involves identification, interpretation and negotiation to arrive at a description of the issue that meets the needs of the user requirements and user need. The outcome of elicitation is appropriately recorded as a set of user requirements and associated system characteristics, constraints and qualities, which act as inputs into the requirements specification phase. [48, 50] Suggested that the elicitation of a meaningful requirement from end users is an early and significant purpose of any and all the user requirements analysis processes.

[51, 52] recommended trawling for requirements to focus on the proven reality that through this procedure one is likely to get more specifications than expected, and they also suggest that collecting a few unnecessary requirements originally is always better than collecting only a few.

Given the diversity of users’ requirements, elicitation is obviously a challenging process [53]. Analysts prefer to acquire an understanding of a problem domain as related to the design. Simultaneously, users might not completely understand the problem from this perspective, and also, they might not understand what is appropriate, they might not know what they need or they might have difficulties in describing their needs. A lot of people, while eminently capable of performing their actions are not really conscious of everything actually involved in their activities, nor are they necessarily able to take the next phase of showing on what they do, let alone taking the following step of determining what they might need or want. Users
might have unstated expectations, they may be resistant to the changes the new system embodies, and they could, therefore, be uncooperative or evasive, and some may simply have invalid knowledge. They might use various terminologies or vocabulary, or make unacceptable assumptions. On the other hand, analysts might not ask the right questions or might omit relevant topics, while users might not offer relevant or comprehensive answers. Therefore, it is crucial to formulating an elicitation strategy that views the user requirements’ characteristics and the actual of the knowledge desired, along with the techniques that should be applied during this phase.

Over the years, requirements elicitation research has increasingly become more multidisciplinary. This has occurred because of the need to address not only the technological and functional features of the system, but also the human and social aspects. In addition to the apparent contributions from the fields of computer science, software requirements and obviously analysis requirements, many aspects and theories used in requirements elicitation come from other disciplines such as Cognitive Psychology, which helps researchers to comprehend people requirements and the challenges in comprehending those needs. Anthropology also helps requirements elicitation researchers to identify how people communicate with systems and the impact of the systems on the environment and their tasks. The contributions of Sociology and Linguistics also play a significant part in requirements elicitation research because the process is person-oriented and communication-rich. Requirements Analysis during the requirements analysis phase, the user requirements and user need demands, assumptions and other information recognized during requirements elicitation are combined together and enhanced into further degrees of detail [54]. This step represents the requirements in numerous forms such as prototypes and models, accomplishing trade-off analysis, establishing priorities, analyzing feasibility and seeking gaps that some requirements may have been omitted. The information obtained in this step might require iterations with the elicitation step because clarification is required, conflicts between requirements need to be explored or missing requirements need to be identified [55].

4.2 Requirements Specification

Requirements specification involves detailed documentation of the expectations and requirements of a analysis under development in such a manner that it can serve as an information source for the user requirements and developers who are involved, respectively, in the operation and design of the system. During specification, the characteristics, constraints and attributes extracted during impact analysis are expounded into perfectly established software requirements [54]. The outcome of the specification task is a system requirement specification, which exactly represents the groups of functional and non-functional requirements for the expected system product. From the perspective of computer-based systems, the user’s specification means different things to different people. For instance, a specification could be a written document, a range of visual models, a collection of usage scenarios, a prototype or any combination of these [55].

4.3 Requirements Validation

Requirements validation evaluates and validates the overall quality of the requirements and guaranteeing that they effectively reflect the specific demands and needs of the concerned user requirements. Requirements validation investigates the specification to ensure that all requirements have been clearly stated; that inconsistencies, omissions, and errors have been discovered and fixed; and that the system’s product conforms to the standards established for the process, project, and product [55]. Conformity is recognized by ensuring that every single user’s need is assessed at least on the requirements statement and those unseen system characteristics irrelevant to any needs are omitted. Establishing a specification consists of ensuring that it does not contain unexpected interactions or conflicts between requirements. Formally stated requirements can be examined using proper validation techniques such as static analysis or model checking [56]. However, these cannot be employed to review the quality of design, and formal specification language is arduous, which restricts its use. With semi-formal or informal specifications, validation is achieved by using informal techniques such as walk-throughs, reviews, and checklists (Leffingwell & Widrig 2003). Subsequently, the requirements need to be indicated in a form that users can easily understand. The verification user requirements that are accepted by the users represent the contract between the user requirements in health information system with respect to the information system to be developed and its expected performance, against which the delivered system will be tested before its official approval and effect the framework of the research.
4.4 Requirements Management

The desire to modify requirements continues over the life of a system. Requirements management is a group of tasks that helps the project team to recognize, manage and monitor requirements and changes at any time as the project proceeds. Basically, requirements management starts with obtaining user requirements buy-in to the baseline requirements. Requirements management involves the activities of requesting changes to the baseline requirements, undertaking impact analyses in relation to the requested changes, rejecting or accepting those changes and applying the accepted changes. Requirements management also involves the activities undertaken to ensure that the system and project plans remain reliable and monitoring the status of the requirements as the software development process progresses.

4.5 Requirements Documents

Documents consist of manuals, forms, job descriptions and corporate reports, which can provide analysts with useful information about the target system and the organization. They can also be universal documents such as standards and legal documents. However, examining existing documents consumes a lot of time as analysts need to cautiously review and choose the ones that are directly related to the project.

This source is useful for capturing other knowledge, which cannot be directly acquired from user requirements. In particular, it is good at exploring domain knowledge that is difficult to articulate and understand. Documentation techniques are particularly viable when the organization has clear policy and procedures that are properly documented.

5. METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES

The data was collected from health units in Yemen. The study used a self-administered questionnaire to collect the necessary data. Firstly, there were limited resources in the context of the study. Secondly, based on the researcher’s knowledge and experience, most Yemen hospitals in IS tend to be unwilling to participate in manual surveys because these are traditional methods and consume much time. However, a manual survey questionnaire has been used to obtain original information given by a participant from his/her reading the survey questionnaire from paper and/or traditional system. This technique of data collection can cover large samples from the population.

A sampling design ensures that the sample used in this research represents the population from which the sample is drawn. This research focuses on the population of HIS agencies because these agencies depend heavily on IS resources for business and are closely related to the operations of healthcare requirement. These agencies also serve as custodians of government and privates classified information and depositories of HIS. Sampling success depends on the sampling preparation design. Thus, this section discusses sampling design in terms of the unit of analysis, sample size and Seam-required sample size.

In the context of the present study, the population consists of users in HIS who are responsible for selection of suitable users for the requirements of the elicitation propose. The sampling procedure is used in the selection of the population [57-59]. Sampling is limited to particular people who can provide the required information; they are selected based on pre-established criteria to ensure that they possess the needed information. In the current research, 250 questionnaires were distributed among the organizations which were chosen as representatives of the relevant population. Initially, 200 questionnaires were returned which account for a 72% response rate. The achieved rate is sufficient for analysis as the recommended number of filled questionnaires for conducting a research on large population is 100 as demonstrated in [60]. The questionnaire was translated to into Arabic language. It is anticipated that it would be easier for the respondent to understand it in Arabic better than in English language. This will encourage them to respond to the survey questions. As suggested by Sekaran [61], the researcher should consider the language of the respondents and ensure the development of the translation of the instruments accordingly. Therefore, the Arabic translation of the questionnaire was performed by a native Arabic speaker who is fluent in both languages (English and Arabic) and has expertise in IS field. The Arabic questionnaire was then translated back into English by another person who holds the same educational qualification.

The pilot test was conducted to validate the instrument before administering the survey. The sample size of the pilot study was 15 respondents constituting up physicians, nurses and other health unit’s employees. They were asked to give their opinions about the instrument and their understanding of it to ensure that the survey instrument would be effective in data collection. Upon completing the pilot study, the questionnaire
was refined, modified and distributed among the users in HIS. The questionnaire contains 47 items where method of answering is based on seven-point Likert scale ranging from Extremely Agree” (7), the highest to “Extremely Disagree” (1), the lowest.

Using SPSS.VS.22.0, the sampling descriptive profiles were obtained. Consequently, to develop the proposed framework, we used the Structural Equation Framework ling (SEM) which is a satirical method to test and construct a casual relations among the three proposed factors dimensions. This approach is commonly used in IS and it has the advantages of 1) wide range of fit indices, which allows the overall fit assessment for the whole structure framework, 2) flexibility (suitable for multicollinearity interpretation due to its flexible assumption capacity), 3) reduction of measurement error due to the utilization of confirmatory factor analysis and multiple indicators for each potential variable. The proposed framework in this work consists of three main dimensions and a total of eight latent variables which are represented by series of observed indicators. The internal consistency of measurement of this variable was tested using Cranach’s alpha measurement. Moreover, the software package called Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) version 22 was used for the framework ling. SEM is an appropriate method for the analysis and framework evaluation of this study.

5.1 Hypothesis Formulation

The hypothesized framework was tested statistically in a simultaneous analysis of the entire framework of variables to determine the degree to which it was considered with the data. If the goodness-of-fit is adequate, the framework argues for the plausibility of postulated relations among variables; if it is inadequate, the tenability of such relation is rejected [62].

The first hypothesis focused on the effect of HISQ on HISU. This hypothesis was proven to be significant based on the analysis made on the results of the HISU whereby this hypothesis as the p-value = 0.000 (p<0.05). The second hypothesis assumes that HISQ would have a positive effect on HISNB. According to the data analyzed, this effect was significant with a p-value = 0.000 (p<0.0391). The third hypothesis focused on the influence of HISU on HISNB among users in Yemen. Based on the hypothesis, HISU had a positive and significant effect on HISNB as the p-value = 0.000 (p<0.05).

The research hypotheses tested in this study are presented as follows:

**H1**: HISQ will have a positive effect on HISU and integration among HISU in Sana’a Yemen.

**H2**: HISQ will have negative effect on health HISNB and integration among HISU in Sana’a Yemen.

**H3**: HISU will have a positive effect on HISNB and integration among user on HIS Sana’a Yemen.

6. DATA ANALYSIS

This research focused on the population of the public and private hospitals in Sana’a province of Yemen. A total of participants were 180. Regarding the professional data of the respondents, the respondents’ position level indicated that more than 48% are physicians and nurses (32.2% of the respondents were physicians and 16.7% were nurses). This was followed by professional users (15.6%), technician 16.7%, and administrator 14.4% and finally, 4.4% represented others such as secretaries, receptionists, etc.

Regarding the experience of using computer in job, 5.0% of the respondents had less than one year of computer usage, and only 6% of the respondents had experience in using computer for a period of over than 20 Years. Moreover, 21.7% of the users had a computer usage experience between 1 and 4 years. And 41.7% of them had experience of using the computer for a period of 5-9 Years. The majority of the respondents (78.0%) are familiar with technology. This is due to that familiarity with technology may create the opportunity of the success of HIS.

For their experience in the current job, 3.9% of the respondents had less than one year of work usage, and only 2.8% of the respondents had experience in work for a period of over than 20 years. Moreover, 17.2% of the users had work experience between 1 and 4 years. And 33.3% of them had experience of work for a period of 5-9 years. This is followed by 32.2% of the respondents who had experience of work between 10 and 14 years, and 10.6% of them stated that they had experience of work between 15 and 19 years.

6.1 Measurement Framework Analysis

Based on the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), assessment of the measurement framework was carried out. This is inclusive of assessing the reliability and validity as pointed out by [63]. Whereas validity refers to the accuracy of the measurement instrument, reliability refers to the consistency of the measure. According to the author, one of the most widely used measurement in
evaluating internal consistency of research instruments is Cronbach’s alpha. The value of Cronbach’s alpha which is above 0.7 is acceptable, and the value which is above 0.8 is preferable. The reliability test of Cronbach alpha for each construct is provided in Table 2. Thus, it was found that the reliability coefficients for all constructs of the questionnaires are between 0.982 and 0.924. This indicates that the questionnaire used in this study has a higher level of reliability and consistency. KMO was employed in this study for the purpose of determining the validity of the data and measuring the appropriateness of the factor analysis by seeing the correlation of the factors. The value of the KMO test is between 0 and 1. Higher value indicates that the analysis used is more suitable. As recommended by [63], KMO should be equal to or higher than 0.60. As shown in Table 2, the KMO value was found between 0.845 and 0.941. These results are greater than the recommended value (0.60), thus confirming that the data is appropriate for further analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>KMO</th>
<th>NO Of Items</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Quality</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Quality</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Quality</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to Use</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Requirements</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Need</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Benefits</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent Reliability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Structural Framework Analysis

In general, the research framework is evaluated using Structural equation framework ling (SEM). SEM is an appropriate analysis method. It has been also used widely for testing and validating research frameworks in HIS. [63] Stated that any proposed framework should be substantively meaningful and statistically well fitting. Therefore, we used the chi-square test to measure the adequacy of a hypothesized framework in terms of whether it can reflect variance and covariance of the data. Such test is sensitive to sample size, and therefore, the value of x2 to its degree-of-freedom (x2 / df) should be less than 3. This is an indicative of the acceptable fit between the proposed framework and the sample data [64]. Following the value suggested by the same researcher, we examined various common goodness-of-fits measures for the purpose of testing the overall framework fit; comparative fit index (CFI), incremental fit index (IFI), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) which were computed to validate the framework. The CFI and IFI value is suggested to be more than 0.9; and the acceptable value for RMSEA is less than 0.08. Thus, the measures of fit mentioned under the framework in Figure 3 revealed that the framework fits the data well, x2 / df < 3, CFI and IFI > 0.9 and RMSEA < 0.08. Table 3 illustrates that all measures of goodness of fit fall within the recommended values and the framework has a good fit with the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Measure</th>
<th>Recommended Value</th>
<th>Fitness Measure</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x2 / df</td>
<td>&lt;3.0</td>
<td>1.908</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>&gt;0.90</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>&gt;0.90</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>&lt;0.08</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the previous discussion, it is essential to measure the possible interactions among these dimensions in order to isolate the effect of the various independent variables with one or more of these dependent dimensions [26]. This research deals with two types of constructs: exogenous constructs and endogenous constructs. Moreover, the structure framework was designed through SEM with the aid of AMOS version 22. All the relationships were investigated and the finding shows that all the hypotheses are significant. Table 4 summarizes the results of the research hypotheses tested in the present study. The framework shows to which degree the user requirements factors and net benefit constructs all together influence the Yemeni users in HIS. The indicators, including HISQ to HISU, HISU to HISNB account for a significant variance in the dependent variables. However, the HISQ to HISB is Insignificant.
### Table 4: The Results Of Hypotheses Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HISU. &lt;- HISQ.</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>6.105</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISNB. &lt;- HISQ.</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td>.391</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISNB. &lt;- HISU.</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>.218</td>
<td>5.058</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HISU health information system user, HISQ health information system quality, HISNB health information system net benefit.

### 6.3 The Framework User Requirements Success of the HIS in Sana’a Yemen.

To study the influence of the investigated factors on users intention to success of IS in HIS in Yemen, this subsection discusses the main determinants of IS success. Concerning the results gained from the quantitative data analysis in this research, the HISQ is the strongest independent variables (IV) predictor of dependent variables (DV) of HISU. These constructs measure the user’s ability and third self-confidence to use such IS. Therefore, it is important to organize training practice programs to facilitate solving emergent problems that may lead to building self-confidence among users in HIS and increasing their abilities when performing their specific tasks. High computer HISQ may lead to a higher level of success rate. The result seems consistent to those obtained by prior studies showing that HISQ plays a key role in the acceptance and usage of technology [65].

In addition, inconsistent with the study conducted by Holtz [66], the dimension IV of HISU is the strongest and most significant DV predictor of HISNB as shown by its significant impact on success. However, it is not the most predictor on the HISNB. The influence of HISU on the success of IS suggests that the HISNB is related to the system user, which must be clearly identified.

Moreover, in this dimension, independent variables (HISQ) have a significant relation to the HIQNB to success of HIS. Therefore, it is important to recognize users who can strongly influence others into accelerating and facilitating the implementation process. This result is in agreement with results of previous research [67, 68] which show that this factor has the strongest relationship with user requirements success HIS.

Finally, framework user requirements success of the HIS was developed. By applying SEM, the developed framework was validated, and its dimensionality was achieved by testing the factor loading and correction value of the exogenous variable. The validation of the framework was accomplished through construct validity and goodness of fit recommended by the researchers. The structure and links between the framework factors were also conceptualized based on an understanding of the success framework of HIS and its outcome and therefore, this required testing to confirm their appropriateness and validity (Figure4).

### 7. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results of this study have implications for research aiming at developing or promoting HIS success in Yemen. Although the strengthening of the success of HIS for development at community level, health facility, district, province, and national levels, it has been recognized that the success of HIS of Yemen as one of the developing counties is still in its infancy and has not been studied widely. As stated by Al-Ghaithi [69], robust HIS is vital to successful HIS program implementation. This study takes into consideration the influence of user requirements factors and it is among few studies if it is not the first study that deals with the success of HIS at provincial level in Yemen.

Understanding the problem required identifying the factors that determine employees’ acceptance or rejection of HIS. Moreover, achieving maximum efficiency in HIS is a function of technological capabilities and the extent to which an individual success and use the HIS. Thus, the results of this study could be beneficial for policy makers in the HIS of Yemen in that implementing HIS among users may be less difficult than earlier. The results also revealed that HIS users demonstrate high receptiveness to the success of HIS. Therefore, the success tendencies of users can lead to a faster deployment of HIS implementation, which in turn, leads to improved healthcare services. Senior managers in the HIS should make a comprehensive strategy for improving their user’s abilities to use and especially HIS. However, for any future implementation, senior managers should take into consideration previous studies and practical training programs to identify clearly the benefits offered by
such system and facilitation system difficulties. This research has significant implications for managers and their users in hospitals. Managers need to consider the factors that could promote the use of on HIS in Sana’a Yemen HIS. Understanding the influence of these factors on the success can help in developing and accelerating the implementation process of in the HIS of the country.

The findings of such research can be regarded as fundamental for future strategies in achieving the desired success of the HIS of Yemen where user requirements are still poor. This means that a plan for successful investment in this area can be gained through investigating these factors that impact employees of HIS. In addition, there are a few studies that investigated the user requirement factors through success frameworks in the HIS of developing countries such as Yemen.

Figure 4: A Conceptual Framework for User Requirements Success of the HIS Sana’a Yemen to Reduce user requirements
8. RELATED WORK

Yemen is considered a least producing country in the eastern. Its weak HIS is unable to generate quality details that is required in regular basis for promoting the use of details to boost performance in handling efficiency programs [69]. According to Al Serouri, et al. [70], the data provided by HIS is poor. Despite the directions towards the development and improvement of healthcare, Yemen is ranked poorly in all central factors of health access and services [71].

A recent evaluation of the HIS in Yemen has been performed out by the Ministry of Public Health and Population (MOPHP) in synchronization with the Civil Registration Department of Ministry of Interior, Central Statistical Organization, the World Bank, Health Metrics Network (HMN), and other main stakeholders [69]. The results of the assessment showed that Yemen still faces a major challenge in HIS development. The MOPHPs administrators, like other countries administrators, believe that health information technology will not only enhance effective health information for administration but also improve health care delivery and public health service. Several levels related to HIS such as medical canter details program are being organized and developed using IT to support the worldwide medical care system. Training from past major wellness IT execution venture in the country recommend that user’s acceptance of technology is one of the main factors of the tasks success. The understanding of how people who work in HIS agree to and use wellness IT, their basic IT information, details users’ specifications and factors that impact their IT developed and use do not only help HIS designs but also allows an efficient implementation and evaluation of the processes.

Generally, Yemen is one of the developing countries in which the HIS almost reflects similar characteristics of other HISs found in other developing countries with the same circumstances. During the last decade, enormous investment was spent in the HIS health sector in Yemen, but in scrappy manner [72]. Unfortunately, although many Yemeni health sectors have implemented fragmented IS; these systems are not well accepted by the health sectors staff. The fragmentation of HIS is widely happening while creating countries [73]. This fragmented nature of the various sub-systems has the potential of restricting the capability to create a completely integrated HIS to provide comprehensive information on relevant health care measures [74]. In Yemen, the high fragmentation and inefficiency of HIS are due to the uncoordinated financial commitment, and inadequate information quality, primarily due to the deficiency of knowledge of the information value [69].

Moreover, Yemen’s health planning is still based on the traditional normative rather than strategic planning even after information has been made ready for use [75]. The authors added that it is necessary to enhance user requirements among health workers so that they value information and its use. According to the WHO, the information is not yet considered as users in Yemen as reported by the regional Health System Observatory World Health Organization and Metrics Health Network of World Health Organization. The private sector also offers some servicing solutions, especially for equipment used in radiology and intense care. Still, getting insufficient to fulfilled current specifications. Additionally, regarding the health industry is not adequate because it is not clear and the inner and exterior interaction and information return are not fully institutionalized. Therefore, the current study focused on identifying which factors that influence the Yemeni healthcare staff intention to perspective the user requirements to IS.

9. LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTION

This study like other studies has some constraints and limitations and assumption related to the interpretation of the results. The present study was designed based on the extensive literature and the sample size within the reasonable limits from seven hospitals in Sana’a Yemen. Although the perceived results were obtained, there are still some constraints and limitations and assumption in the current study.

First, whereas previous research focuses on technology, organizational and individual streams in the success of HIS, the stream of this research focuses on the users’ role in the success of HIS. Although all the streams were usually dealt with separately, they are interrelated. Thus, successful implementation of HIS requires all the streams to be combined consequently need more investigation. Second, the main constraint concerned with this research is its focus on some important factors of user requirements. Therefore, more factors should be taken into consideration in investigating and this study identify the user requirements items factors in grouping can be identify user requirements factors individual in future research. Thirdly, the findings
obtained in this research were collected from one type of HIS named hospitals in one province in Sana’a Yemen. Consequently, the findings may not have covered all types and levels of HIS. Finally, the instruments for collecting the data were limited to the survey distributed to the respondents conducted among specific managers who are information rich other quantitative method such as documentation that may enrich the data was not used in this research since the investigated area is complex and wide. In Yemen, more research with health user at different levels such as health units, health centers, dispensaries, health office in the province and top health authority should offer a clear picture of HIS of each provinces. Obtaining a clear picture of each province may even lead to accurately capturing the success of HIS at the national level. This research can be a basis for future research in several level sector of the country in investigating the barriers and enablers of the success of HIS in this population.

10. FUTURE WORK

Although the research reported in this paper outlines some worthy contributions to both theory and practice, a number of avenues exist for future work in order to enhance the results and extend their implications as follows:

First, there is a need to investigate other factors that influence the user requirements and techniques selection during requirements elicitation, which has not been discovered during this study. To do this, other methods could be users in future studies such as the observation and case study. Second, with respect to the empirical evidence to support the framework, more experiments in different domains such as education, ministry and telecommunication may be conducted. In this way, the framework could be further refined. Third, the prototype of user requirements and techniques selection for requirements could be further improved using a fuzzy logic approach as in an expert system. Fourth, the sample of the study was collected from the HIS employees. However, future research can explore the influence of investigated factors among the private sector employees since both public and private sectors provide healthcare services. Finally, based on the findings from the quantitative analysis, external environmental factors such as patient’s user requirements and internal environmental factors such as user’s commitment toward information and motivation from top management are among the main barriers that influence the success process in the healthcare context, and therefore, it can be suggested for further studies to include such factors surrounding the user requirements and user needs.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the study was to investigate the impact of user requirement factor on HISs in Yemen. To achieve this, 250 questionnaire were distributed among seven hospitals in Sana’a, Yemen. Consequently, the data collected was used to evaluate the proposed framework. The validation and analysis of the improved framework were conducted using SPSS.VS.22.0 and AMOSVS.22. The results revealed a direct relationships among the investigated factors, namely: system quality, service quality, and information quality, intention to use, user satisfaction, user needs, user requirements and net benefits. Hence, it confirms the impact of user requirements and user needs on HISNB. The values of the goodness of fit indices of the framework goes in harmony with the recommended ones, hence, it proves the reliability of the framework. This study can be extended by examining more factors impacting user requirements and user need in Yemen.
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